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NOP

lå ~ ÑêÉÉòáåÖ ÅçäÇ Saturday at the end of February NUNQ,
Sweden’s perhaps most celebrated and internationally renowned
sculptor, Johan Tobias Sergel, passed away at the age of TP years
and Smonths in the residence provided for him by the Crown in
Hötorget in Stockholm. The building, situated by the remains of
an old royal hippodrome (originally constructed entirely of tim-
ber, but replaced in the NSOMs, during the reign of Gustav II
Adolf, with a more permanent brick and stone edifice), was de-
signated as “Banan [The Track] no. RRQ ½” in the official pro-
perty register of the city. After Sergel’s death, the house conti-
nued to serve as a studio and residence for the sculptors who suc-
ceeded him as professor at the Royal Swedish Academy of Fine
Arts. The first of these was Sergel’s own favourite among his stu-
dents, Johan Niklas Byström (NTUPÓNUQU), and the last John Bör-
jeson (NUPRÓNVNM), who is pictured in Sergel’s former work-
shop, just before his death, in a number of photographs preser-
ved in the archives of the Stockholm City Museum (FigK N).

Until just short of the mid NVRMs, the sculptor’s residence re-
mained virtually intact as a living memory and monument to a
lost age amidst the bustle of central Stockholm (Fig. O). Over the
last forty years of its existence, it provided classrooms, studios, ac-
commodation and other facilities for students at the Royal Swe-
dish Academy of Fine Arts. After that, the excavators arrived with
their gaping jaws to clear the way and lay the foundations for to-
day’s high-rise buildings, the “Hötorget skyscrapers”, which rose
up from the end of the NVRMs to the later part of the NVSMs in
what used to be called the “Lower Klara district”.

Sergel appears to have fallen asleep peacefully in the presen-
ce of his two loyal servants, his conscientious valet Lars Renström
and his dependable maid Christina Stenberg (generally referred
to as Kristin). His physician Carl Henrik Wertmüller (NTROÓ
NUOV) may possibly also have been in attendance. The year befo-
re Sergel’s death he had made a final diagnosis, concluding that
the sculptor, with his widely noted obesity and severe ailments of
the joints, was suffering from dropsy, or what would nowadays be
called a serious circulatory disorder. This put a heavy strain on

Fig. N The sculptor John Börjeson in Sergel’s former studio, NVMN.
Stockholm City Museum.
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NOQ

...my entire collection of pictures and Books, Original models in terracotta.
Esquisses [sketches] in clay or wax … vases, plasters, my bronzes, Marble
pieces begun or completed. All that is in my large studio and Cabinet, the
large Group of Psyche and Cupid excepted, which belongs to the King.
Likewise my small collection of engraved and unengraved rings, my snuff-
boxes of gold or tortoiseshell, my gold pocket watch, and my two travelling
boxes. I also bequeath to my son all my silver …2

What the document describes as “ritningar” – a word now gene-
rally used to refer to architectural or design drawings, but in rea-
lity including all the artistic drawings Sergel himself had made,
collected or received as gifts from other artists over his career of
almost sixty years as an artist and sculptor – were also to go to his
son, along with his collections of “copper pieces”, or prints.

Sergel’s internal organs – especially his heart, lungs and kidneys
– and meant that he was under the constant supervision of his
doctor.1

The sculptor had already made his will on NR June NUNO, du-
ring a short visit by his son Gustav to his Stockholm home. The
document – witnessed by two of Sergel’s close friends in his ad-
vancing years, the architect Carl Fredrik Sundvall (NTRQÓNUOV)
and Birger Fredrik Rothoff (NTRVÓNUPN) of the College of Mi-
ning – makes it clear that his son was to inherit the lion’s share of
his assets. As well as Sponga – the country estate in Ärila parish,
near Eskilstuna, which Sergel had acquired for him at great ex-
pense earlier that spring, on OQMarch – he was, according to the
will, to have full rights of possession and disposition over:

Fig. O Sergel’s former residence in Hötorget, c. NVRM. Stockholm City Museum.
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sion in response to a newspaper advertisement placed in NUUQ by
the then Board of theMuseum, calling onmembers of the public
to get in touch regarding any busts or portrait medallions in par-
ticular, sculpted or modelled by Sergel, which they had in their
possession:

Living at Spånga at the time was the Widow, since deceased, of Tobias
Sergel’s only son. She had living with her O sons, who were then Lieute-
nants, and a daughter, unmarried at that time, who later married Gene-
ral von Vegesack, and who has now passed away … It was the elder Lieu-
tenant Sergel who was most interested in the works of art. He had a num-
ber of portfolios containing excellent old prints, a large quantity of dra-
wings by Ehrensvärd, Tobias Sergel, Abildgaard and others, and a collec-
tion of letters from Ehrensvärd to Tobias Sergel, furnished with drawings.

One has to ask why Sergel virtually disinherited his daughter,
Gustav’s just one year younger sister Johanna Carolina Elisabeth
(known generally to the family as Lisette), in this way as far as his
collected art treasures were concerned, although the will does sti-
pulate that she was to “share and share alike” with him as regards
the rest of their father’s estate.

There were probably not just one, but several possible rea-
sons why the otherwise so generous Sergel should so one-sidedly
have favoured his son. First of all, Gustav was the apple of his eye,
the child long awaited until he finally became a father in NTVO, at
the age of RO. And second, there was a circumstance vaguely hin-
ted at in the ageing Sergel’s correspondence with his son, and in
the NUNM population registers of the city of Stockholm. From the-
se sources it emerges that, in the sculptor’s final years, his daugh-
ter was lodged with a spinster living nearby, “Mademoiselle Fre-
drica Georgii”, recorded as residing in the Klara and Lower
Kungsholmen district; though with the additional remark that
the girl was still to be regarded as “registered at the address of Mr
Sergel, Surveyor to the King’s Household”.3

Sergel was in addition reluctant to divide up the collections
he had assembled over a long lifetime as an artist, preferring to
gather them together in one place for posterity. What is more, in
the enlightened NUth century and long after that – right down to
modern times – there was still a widespread misconception that
women were by their nature and character coquettish, generally
wasteful and incapable of managing assets.4

While the Swedish state managed within a short space of
time, just a year after Sergel’s death, to raise the necessary funds
to acquire from his estate a large proportion of what was judged
to be his invaluable sculptural work, it would, symptomatically,
be almost fifty years before there was any real awareness of and
interest in his less conspicuous, but at least as important, collec-
tions of drawings and, in some cases, truly unique prints.

Discovery of Sergel as a Draughtsman
The first time these treasures attracted serious attention was
when the Society for Scandinavian Art (Föreningen för Nordisk
Konst), founded in NURU – the same year as Sergel’s son and resi-
duary heir Gustav (Fig. PF passed away – was planning an exhibi-
tion in Stockholm a few years later, devoted to the sculptor’s dra-
wings and collections of prints. To that end, the society’s young
secretary A. G. Ekwall (later mayor of Strängnäs and a district
judge in the north of Sweden) travelled with a drawing tutor cal-
led Herrlin by steamer from Riddarholmen in Stockholm via
Torshälla to Eskilstuna, and thence by hackney carriage to Spon-
ga, in order to examine and select, on the spot, the works to be
presented to a wider audience in the capital.

In a letter written much later to a former Nationalmuseum
employee, the senior civil servant and academician Nils Fredrik
Sander (NUOUÓNVMM), Ekwall relates his recollections of the occa-

Fig. P Sergel’s son Gustav, c. NURM. Photo by A. Zetherström, Eskilstuna.
Private collection.
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tionalmuseum, though the building of the latter would not be
completed until NUSS. The Museum’s first move appears to have
been to write to the heirs, asking them to draw up an inventory of
all the drawings and prints left by the sculptor which were in
their possession.

This is made clear, for one thing, by the reply that was recei-
ved in the form of a list roughly A3 in size, now slightly yellowed,
which is preserved as a loose sheet among the Prints and Dra-
wings Department’s inventories, and which still bears the traces
of having been folded first down the middle and then a further
three times along the edges, to fit the standard letter format of

These letters, the tone of which was Cynical (not to say downright filthy, to
use a baser word), showed that very intimate relations had existed between
Sergel, Ehrensvärd, who was then living at Dömestorp in Skåne (or Hal-
land), and Abildgaard in Copenhagen.

The majority of the drawings and prints were lent for exhibition in
Stockholm by the aforementioned society and subsequently returned to
Lieutenant Sergel.5

The Stockholm exhibition, apparently held a few years into the
NUSMs, seems to have been a success, and one that attracted the
interest of the future officers and board members of the new Na-

NOS
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Fig. Q Letter from Edla Amalia Sergel to the Board of the Nationalmuseum in NUSQ. Nationalmuseum Archives.
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the day (Fig. Q). It was, it seems, the then still unmarried daugh-
ter Edla Amalia Sergel (NUOPÓNUUN), mentioned in Ekwall’s let-
ter to Sander and later married to General Ernst von Vegesack
(NUOMÓNVMP), who signed the document on NO December NUSQ
at Helleberga – one of the many estates under Sponga Manor.

This list is incomplete, however, and also too abbreviated to
give a precise idea of how many sheets were still kept by the fami-
ly in their original portfolio boxes and ribbon-tied binders after
Sergel’s son Gustav had died on the estate on PMarch NURU. The
property passed by inheritance to Gustav’s widow Carolina Mag-
dalena (NTVOÓNUTR), the daughter of a prosperous Walloon fa-
mily of brewers, the Dubois, in Stockholm, but was managed by
one of Gustav’s elder sons, Birger Fredric Sergel (NUOMÓNVMQ).
This was presumably the elder Lieutenant Sergel mentioned by
Ekwall in his letter to Sander as the person most interested in the
works of art left by the sculptor.

For more exact details of the total number of loose drawings
and prints originally left by Sergel to his son and then retained by
the family in the home of Gustav’s widow (Fig. R) and their large
brood of nine children in all, we must turn to the minutes and
other documents preserved from the monthly meeting of the
Nationalmuseum Board on Q October NUTR, when, after a leng-
thy period of deliberation, a decision was at last taken to acquire
selected parts of the collection (see Appendix on p. NPN).6

The Nationalmuseum Finally Acquires
the Works in October NUTR
From a letter hastily composed to the Board of the Nationalmu-
seum on OR September NUTR and signed by the previously men-
tioned General Ernst von Vegesack “on behalf of the heirs to the
Sergel estate”, just a week before the acquisition was officially dis-
cussed at its meeting on Q October, it emerges that there were a
total of almost OIMMM loose drawings and hundreds of prints,
spread over OO portfolios numbered from M to ON. We also see
that what were described as autograph works of Sergel comprised
some NIOTR drawings in all, mostly preserved in their original
portfolios, which had beenmarked in the sculptor’s own day with
the numbers N to P (Fig. S) and T to NO.

The other portfolios contained his collections of prints, the
older drawings by other artists which he had collected, and the
material he had received as gifts from his contemporaries – fel-
low artists, colleagues and friends – at various times during his
artistic career.

Among the sheets in portfolio no. NR there were NQQ of old
master drawings, often furnished with more or less fanciful attri-
butions to real giants of art history such as Leonardo, Raphael,
Michelangelo and Dürer, but also including some entirely au-
thentic works – such as a fully worked-out sketch by Rembrandt
showing the blind Homer, in the autumn of his life, reciting one

Ü á ë íçêó ~åÇ íÜÉçêó ç Ñ ~êíL ë ÉêÖÉä Û ë Å ç ä ä É Å í á çå ç Ñ Çê~ï áåÖ ë ~åÇ éê á å í ë

of his two famous epic poems, the Iliad or the Odyssey, from me-
mory to a scribe (Fig. T).7 In the same portfolio, Sergel kept al-
most thirty sheets with what he considered the best of the dra-
wings he had accumulated from his contemporaries during his
years of study in Italy in the NTTMs (Figs. U and V).8

Portfolios Q and R are described as containing QQP drawings
by his later very close and admired friend, Admiral of the Fleet
Carl August Ehrensvärd (NTQMÓNUMM). In addition, there were
PT illustrated letters, which Sergel received above all as part of an
exchange of thoughts between them in words and drawings. This
was in connection with the sculptor’s stay with Ehrensvärd at Dö-
mestorp Manor in southern Halland in NTVSÓNTVT, on a journey

Fig. R Carolina Magdalena Dubois, married to Sergel’s son Gustav,
c. NUSM. Photo by R. Dahllöf’s studio. Private collection.
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from Stockholm to visit an old student friend from his years in
Rome, the court painter Nicolai Abraham Abildgaard (NTQUÓ
NUMV), in Copenhagen.9

Numbers NT and ON contained, in addition to drawings by
the teachers of his youth in Stockholm, Pierre-Hubert
L’Archevêque (NTONÓNTTU) and Jean Eric Rehn (NTNTÓNTVP), a
number of more or less hasty sketches by Giuseppe Cades
(NTRMÓNTVV) and Johann Heinrich Füssli (NTQNÓNUOR), friends
from his student days in Rome in the NTTMs. Furthermore, there
were the sheets which Sergel, as a professor at the Academy in
Stockholm following his return from Italy, had received in ex-
change or as gifts from the leading Swedish artists of his time, col-
leagues and personal friends of his during the Gustavian period.
Notable among them were Louis Masreliez (NTQUÓNUNM), Louis

NOU
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Jean Desprez (NTQPÓNUMQ), Pehr Hilleström (NTPPÓNUNS) and
Elias Martin (NTPVÓNUNU). But there were also drawings and
prints by students Sergel had taught or met, such as Jonas Åker-
ström (NTRVÓNTVR) and Pehr Hörberg (NTQSÓNUNS), the self-
taught son of a Småland farmer.

From the letter sent by von Vegesack just before the Natio-
nalmuseum Board reached its decision on Q October NUTR, we
also see that Sergel’s descendants were prepared to sell, as a
single lot and for a total of VIUMM Swedish kronor, almost all the
loose drawings and prints remaining in the family’s possession.
Unfortunately, then as now, the Museum lacked state funding of
its own for acquisitions and therefore had to beat the price down
by almost half, to RIPMM kronor, and to pick and choose among
the portfolios on offer.

Given this situation, the Nationalmuseum’s strategy seems to
have been to concentrate on saving material judged to be in dan-
ger of being scattered beyond the country’s borders, but also dra-
wings that it was considered imperative to retain on account of
the artists’ intimate and friendly relations with the sculptor. As
far as possible, therefore, the Museum attempted to secure all of
the NTM sheets contained in portfolio NR, mentioned above, in
which Sergel kept his entire collection of old and more recent
master drawings. Another priority was to acquire all the dra-
wings, including the PT letters, in portfolios Q and R which Sergel
was stated to have collected from his friend Ehrensvärd, as well as
the sketches and works in portfolios NT and ON that he had recei-
ved as gifts from his teachers, from some of his friends in Rome,
and later from colleagues and students during his time as profes-
sor at the Stockholm Academy.

Regrettably, to a corresponding degree, the Museum had to
forgo a number of the portfolios which, by and large, contained
only the sculptor’s own drawings and his collections of prints. It
therefore decided quite simply to refrain from buying the portfo-
lio marked as no. N, with an unspecified number of drawings by
Sergel. Likewise portfolios T to NN, containing hundreds of
sheets of sketches and studies drawn on various occasions and in
varying techniques, a few of them watercoloured too, if other
sources are to be believed.

What the Nationalmuseum did purchase in toto, however,
were the OQO sheets of portraits and caricatures kept in portfolio
O. Likewise, the TR sheets described as “croquis” in portfolio P,
and the more than PMM which Sergel had kept in portfolio NO, la-
belled as “esquisses”, or sketches. In all, almost SOM autograph
drawings by the sculptor were acquired from his estate, for a total
of NIMMM kronor – an average price of around N krona SM öre per
sheet. Prior to the sale, his descendants carefully inscribed these
sheets on the reverse with consecutive numbers in ink, to which
an officer of the Museum has added, in pencil between oblique
strokes, particulars of the sculptor’s portfolios in which they ori-
ginally belonged (Fig. NM).

Fig. S Original portfolio marked no. PI containing Johan Tobias Sergel’s
own drawings. Nationalmuseum.
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Following such a large and significant acquisition, comprising
most of the fruits of Sergel’s efforts as a collector and what the
Nationalmuseum itself had judged to be and chosen as a repre-
sentative selection of his autograph drawings, one could be forgi-
ven for thinking that the Museum’s employees would immediate-
ly have set to work systematically processing and listing the entire
collection, item by item and sheet by sheet, in the accession led-
gers. This did happen, after a fashion, with the hundred or so

prints which the Museum only officially acquired from the estate
the following year, NUTS, and with the portfolios containing Ser-
gel’s collections of master drawings and of works by his teachers
and by friends, fellow artists, colleagues and students.10 But when
it came to his own drawings, a very different, more brutal and
drastic approach appears to have been taken, lumping them all
together, seemingly quite provisionally and summarily, in groups
entered in pencil in the NUTR inventory of drawings.11 This sug-
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Fig. T Rembrandt Harmensz. van Rijn (NSMSÓNSSV), Homer Dictating to a Scribe. Pen, brush and brown ink, heightened with white, NQU ñ NTM mm.
Nationalmuseum, åãÜ NSTTLNUTRK
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enclosed between old NVth-century, grey rag-paper covers with
the word “Svinozza” – “Sheer filth”, in a modern translation –
printed in large black-ink letters on the front.12

gests that staff either did not have time to immediately go
through the large body of material when it was acquired, or al-
ternatively – and perhaps more likely – that they wanted to review
it in more detail, chiefly to sift all the drawings deemed offensive
or openly and provocatively erotic from the more “presentable”
material. Presumably, this was with a view to placing the former
in portfolios only intended to be shown to a more limited circle
of scholars, and not to the public at large.

These drawings were not individually accessioned until NVRT,
under special Z numbers. As recently as the early NVUMs, howe-
ver, a last remnant of the coarsest drawings remained completely
uncatalogued in a “toxic portfolio” that was kept hidden away,

Fig. U Johann Heinrich Füssli (NTQNÓNUOR), Sergel at Work in his Studio in Rome. Pencil, pen and brown ink, brown wash, NVV ñ OTN mmK
Nationalmuseum, åãÜ NTSNLNUTRK
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Appendix
Extract from the minutes of the meeting of the Nationalmuseum Board on
4 October NUTR. Bound in volume ^N^WT in the Museum’s Archives

Present: Director General v. Dardel; Mr Scholander, Curator; Mr
Boklund, Surveyor to the King’s Household; Baron Nordenfalk;
Professor Kjellberg

§ PK The works of art offered for sale according to the attached
list (see Annex B on p. NPO) were reviewed. The Board saw fit to
purchase on behalf of the Museum: from Major General Baron
Ernst von Vegesack, in his capacity as representative of relatives
of the sculptor of statues J. T. Sergel, “Biblical Subject”, miniatu-
re painting on wood, by Gio. Bellini at a price of … NMM kronor.
In addition, the Board decided to select from the collection of
portfolios containing drawings, prints etc. which belonged to the
sculptor Sergel, also offered for sale by Baron v. Vegesack, the
numbers mentioned below, and to offer the following sums for
them:
Portf. No. NR old master drawings OIMMM kr
Portf. Nos. OI P and NO Sergel’s autograph drawings NIMMM kr
Portf. Nos. Q and R Ehrensvärd’s ditto NIMMM kr
Portf. No. ON drawings by Deprez, Masreliez
and others (OQN sheets) PMM kr
Of Nos. MI NQI NSI NV and OM, containing prints,
a selection of NOM RMM kr
Portf. No. NT drawings and Hörberg’s
etchings (NNQ sheets) RMM kr

Total RIPMM kr

Fig. V François-André Vincent (NTQSÓNUNS), Achilles Drives his Enemies
into the River Scamander. Black chalk, heightened with white, on paper,
QVP ñ PUM mm. Nationalmuseum, åãÜ NSVMLNUTRK

Fig. NM Annotation on the reverse of one of Sergel’s drawings, showing that
it was kept as no. NSP in portfolio O. Nationalmuseum.
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Annex B
Letter dated OR September NUTR from Ernst Mattias Peter von Vegesack,
addressed to the Board of the Nationalmuseum prior to its decision of Q
October:

On behalf of the heirs to the Sergel estate, I have the honour of
offering for sale to the Nationalmuseum the following works of
art, comprising both the autograph drawings, caricatures, Cro-
quis and Esquisses of J. T. Sergel, Sculptor and Surveyor to the
King’s Household, and other drawings by foreign and domestic
masters, as well as prints, belonging to his collections
Portfolio No. NR Drawings by Foreign Masters
NTM sheets OIRMM kr
Portfolio No. NI OI PI TÓUÓVÓNMÓNN and NO J. T. Sergel’s
autograph drawings, Croquis and Esquisses etc.
NIOTR sheets QIMMM
Portfolio No. Q and R Count Ehrensvärd’s works
QQM sheets, PT letters and P drawings of
funerary monuments NIMMM
Portfolio No. NT Drawings by Swedish Masters
and Hörberg’setchings NNQ sheets UMM
Portfolio No. MI NQI NSI NV and OMMiscellaneous
older and more recent Etchings TOP plates NIMMM
Portfolio No. ON Drawings by Desprez, Sergel, L’arscheveque
Masreliez and Fuseli etc. and prints OQN sheets PMM
Portfolio No. NP Architectural
drawings etc. VR sheets OMM

Total VIUMM kr

Stockholm, OR September NUTR
Ernst von Vegesack

Final Decision on the Matter
Of the former Sergel collection offered for sale, the following drawings and
prints have been purchased, following a process of selection and in accor-
dance with the minutes of the meeting of the Nationalmuseum Board on Q
October NUTR and the Letters Patent of NOMay NUTS:

Portfolio No. NR
Drawings mainly by old masters, namely

Sp. Gibelin (O signed) P
Jul. De Parme (signed) Q
Parmaggiano O
N. Poussin (P signed) R
Guido Reni EN signed) N
Carracci, Annib. (N signed) U
Polidoro R
Titian Q
Tempesta, Ant (N signed) O
Bouchardon, E. (P signed) Q

Giulio Romano P
Paolo Veronese N
Bapt. Franco N
Passeroti (N signed) O
Tintoretto (N signed) P
Luca Cangiasi (signed) Q
Leon. da Vinci (signed) N
Andrea di Salerno N
Callot (?) P

Carried forward SM

Brought forward SM
Elisabet Sirani N
Allegrini N
Romanelli N
Ligorio & Anon. O
Algardi N
Vannias (?) (N signed) P
R. Taurini N
A. Dürer ? (signed) N
Ciro Ferri N
C. Bourdon O
Giorgione & anon. O
Mola (signed) N
Jac. Matham N
P. di Cortona N
C. Dolci N
Lud. Cioili [Cigoli] N
Fr Zucchero N
F. Salviati & Anon. N
A. Boscoli N
Palma N
Bassano N
P. Vecchia (?) N
Vasari N
A. Schiavone N
Andr. del Sarto N
Michelangelo N
Ant Corregio N

Carried forward VP

Brought forward VP
Salv. Rosa (N signed) P
Raphael N
Rubens (N signed) O
Guercino N
I Juliano (?) signed N
G. A. Sirani (Bol. NSTM) N
M. de Vos (NRUV signed) N
Baccilio (?) N
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Maitre Roux N
P. Panini N
G. Cades (NTTU signed) O
Gagneraux (signed) O
Angelica Kaufmann V
Rembrandt O
Vincent (NTTR) N
Runciman (Rome signed) N
Lembke (signed) P
Abildgaard O
Fuesli (P signed) P
Domenichino N
Anon. PV

In all NTN NTN
For a sum of OIMMM kr

Portfolio No. O
Caricatures by Sergel OQO
Portfolio No. P
Croquis by Sergel TR
Portfolio No. NO
Esquisses by Sergel PMO
Nos. OI PI NO for a total of NIMMM kr

Portfolio No. Q
Drawings by Ehrensvärd and one by Sergel NVQ
Portfolio No. R
Drawings by Ehrensvärd and others ORN
Letters illustrated by the same PT

In all OUU OUU
Nos. Q C R for a total of NIMMM kr

Portfolio No. NT
Drawings by Åkerström OO
,, ,, Rehn N
,, ,, Hilleström N
,, ,, E. Martin N
,, ,, L’archevesque N
,, ,, Masreliez O
,, ,, Desprez T
,, ,, Fuesli Q
,, ,, Cades N
Etchings by Hörberg QN
Drawings for the temple at Skärfva PP

In all NNQ NNQ
For a sum of RMM kr

Portfolio No. ON
Drawing by Sergell N
Drawing by Boquet N

Drawing by Anon. O
Prints after Desprez P
Pen drawings by Desprez S
Funerary monuments etc. by Desprez PT
Croquis by Desprez TU
Esquisses and car[icatures] by L’archevesque NS
Drawings by Masreliez, Cades, Fuesli, Cipriani S
View of Stockholm O
Prints NN
Prints after Ducros O
Prints after Cades N
Prints after Hackert NQ
Depictions from Copenhagen S
Prints after Gillberg O
Caricatures NO
Prints after Floding N
Portraits PN

In all OQN OQN
For a sum of PMM kr

In addition, the following numbers of prints have been selected
from the prints portfolios:

From Portfolio No. M
French N
Italian O
Undetermined N

In all Q Q

From Portfolio NQ.
Swedish P
French NR
Dutch N
Ital. OP
Eng. Q
German N
Undetermined V

In all RS RS

From Portfolio NS.
Dutch S
French N
Ital. T
Eng. R

In all NV NV

From Portfolio NV.
Swedish U
Danish N

In all V V
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From Portfolio OM.
Dutch P
Ital. OP
French P
German N
Danish N

In all PN PN
In all, NON prints for a total of RMM kr

Notes:

NKWertmüller’s pronouncement on Sergel’s state of health was recorded

in a letter the sculptor wrote to his son on V April NUNP, preserved in the

Nationalmuseum Archives. For further details, see note P below.

OK The Svea Court of Appeal confirmed the validity of Sergel’s will on

S July NUNQ. The cited extract is from a certified copy of the original

preserved, along with various other documents relating to the sculptor, in a

late NVth-century volume in the Nationalmuseum Archives, shelf-marked

vol. H II A 18F I.

PK The reason for the daughter’s change of abode – whether it was Sergel’s

concern for her education, in terms of learning good manners and simple

culinary skills for her future role as a wife and housekeeper, or some falling

out between father and daughter – we do not know. A later letter to his son

Gustav may provide something of a clue. Around the time the latter was

attempting, with his father’s help, to acquire the Sponga estate near

Eskilstuna, the sculptor informed him on T October NUNN that he had had

a visit from his daughter, “who had dinner with me the day after my arrival

[in Stockholm] together with Miss Georgii, who has turned her into a little

cocotte, which I am not at all happy about. If I can, however, I shall try to

remedy this.” The letter, originally in French, is one of the SV, as yet

unpublished, which Sergel wrote to his son between NUNN and the week

before his death in February NUNQ. They came into the Nationalmuseum’s

possession in NVVQ when, together with the Louvre, it acquired the last

significant group of drawings from the sculptor’s estate, held by two of his

present-day descendants, Mrs Gunilla Sergel of Lund and Mrs Beata Grotte-

Törnebohm, residing in Cadiz, Spain.

QK One of the worst disparagers of women’s ability to manage property of

their own was Sergel’s very close friend, Admiral of the Fleet Carl August

Ehrensvärd, who claimed that they yearned only for luxury and ostentation.

For a summary of Ehrensvärd’s deeply pessimistic view of women, see

for example Holger Frykenstedt’s account “Carl August Ehrensvärds svit

‘Politiska Skifvan’ – En ideologisk seglats i den gustavianska epokens

bakvatten”, in Gustav III, Ulf G. Johnsson (ed.), Årsbok för Svenska

statens konstsamlingar NV, Stockholm NVTO, pp. NMRÓNPV, published in

connection with the Nationalmuseum’s exhibition Gustav III,

commemorating the king’s revolution in NTTO.

RK The letter from Ekwall to Sander is bound in the same volume as was

referred to in note O.

SK The Board minutes from October NUTR are preserved in the Museum’s

Archives, under shelf mark A1A:7, and are cited in the Appendix.

TK NMH NSTTLNUTR. For further commentary and information on the

Rembrandt drawing in Sergel’s possession, see Börje Magnusson’s entry in

Rembrandt och hans tid, Nationalmuseum exhibition catalogue no. RRN,

Uddevalla 1992, cat. no. 180, p. 361, published in connection with the

Museum’s bicentenary.

UK Regarding Sergel’s contacts and artistic relations during his student

years in Italy, see the present author’s article “Sergels romerska vänkrets”,

in Sergel och hans romerska krets, Nationalmuseum exhibition catalogue no.

SPS, Värnamo OMMP, pp. PMÓQR.

VK Concerning Sergel’s visit to Ehrensvärd in Halland in NTVSÓNTVT, and

their correspondence while the sculptor was staying on the Danish side

of the Sound, see the present author’s essay in Carl August Ehrensvärd:

Tecknaren och arkitekten, Nationalmuseum exhibition catalogue no. SMP,

Helsingborg NVVT, pp. NQVÓOMS.

NMK The prints from Sergel’s collection are recorded in relatively great

detail, but unfortunately, in part, under incorrectly duplicated numbers, as

nos. PUÓOTQ in the Museum’s NUTS inventory of newly acquired graphic

works. His collections of old and more recent master drawings and of works

by friends, acquaintances and students were recorded the year before, in

the NUTR inventory of drawings, but only in brief, giving the artists’ names

and the numbers of works: the master drawings as nos. NRRUÓNTOR and the

works he had received from contemporary teachers, fellow artists, friends

and students as nos. NTOSÓNUMO and NVOPÓNVRR.

NNK Sergel’s own drawings are lumped together in two separate entries in

the 1875 drawings inventory, as nos. QRTÓTTP and NORSÓNRRT. The group

in between, nos. TTQÓNORR, is stated to include, among other items, the

drawings by Carl August Ehrensvärd which Sergel had collected in

portfolios Q and R, but turns out on closer inspection also to include works

by the sculptor himself.

NOK The first time these drawings were shown completely openly to the

public was in an uncatalogued exhibition on “Ehrensvärd’s drawings

arising from the journey of Sergel and Baron J. J. De Geer to Denmark in

NTVSÓVT”, arranged by the present author at the Nationalmuseum in NVUN.

The following year it was shown at the Prints Department of the National

Gallery of Denmark in Copenhagen, with the title “Sergel’s journey to

Copenhagen NTVSÓVT: Drawings by Ehrensvärd, Sergel and Abildgaard”

(Lommebog NVFK For further information on these drawings, see the

present author’s article NTMM-talets erotiska fantasier – Ehrensvärds

och Sergels teckningar i Nationalmuseum” in Lust & Last,

Nationalmuseum exhibition catalogue no. SSP, Värnamo OMNN, pp.

NPPÓNSR, cat. nos. TTÓTU.
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